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Have a tea party undersea and practice counting with Three Little Mermaids, a sparkling interactive

novelty concept book by bestselling creator Mara Van Fleet!In Mara Van Fleetâ€™s shimmering

interactive novelty concept book, count from one to ten while you visit the bottom of the deep blue

sea and meet sparkly fish, soft seals, dancing turtles, and a friendly octopus. With pull-tabs and

touch-and-feel textures, never has counting been so much fun!
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I bought the book because the cover resembled my three granddaughters...a blonde, a brunette,

and a readhead, though I didn't know what to expect. It is a thick cardboard book with beautiful

colors, durable activity features and cute story. I just couldn't be more pleased and the

granddaughters love it!

As another reviewer said, my 4-year-old daughter also wanted this book after reading the fairies

book by this author. She loves this one just as much. Beautiful artwork, cute story. My daughter

loves the moving parts, the different textures, and the beautiful colors. Just beware if trying to buy



the book at a lower price from another seller. I went for the highest-priced seller on the "new books"

list, and the book obviously was NOT new, as it was missing a couple key moving parts. I did not

have time to try for an exchange since it was close to Christmas. As a review of the product itself, I

highly recommend the book.UPDATE: The seller contacted me. Though it was AFTER Christmas

already, the seller did apologize for the mistake in sending a damaged book, and the seller sent me

a new, undamaged book free of charge. It arrived within a few days. Not ideal, but I did appreciate

the effort by the seller to amend his mistake.

The book is sweet and there are a number of "interactive" elements (for example, a moveable

mermaid tail on the front cover). It's mainly a counting book though so the story is very basic and

some of the rhymes are a bit odd. Overall, cute if your child is still learning to count to ten otherwise

I'd skip it...my daughter knows her numbers much higher than that and got bored very quickly.

I bought this book for my three year old daughter and after a week she still thanks me for her

beautiful book.It is sturdy, though my daughter is very delicate with books so hasn't gotten too much

hard use.

We will be buying this book again as a gift! The pictures are bright, pretty and interactive. We also

have the other interactive book by this author, Color Fairies, and love both, although this Is the

favorite of the two! My daughter likes to count the animals on each page and it's just the right length

to keep the attention of a 2-year-old.

My daughter has been asking for this book since receiving a book about fairies by the same author.

Three Little Mermaids exceeded our expectations, with beautiful pictures and sturdy moving parts.

Appropriate for preschool through early elementary.

Very cute book that teaches counting & rhyming. It's thick pages are great for toddlers, but my 6

year old thoroughly enjoys reading it and pulling on the special pop-out sections. I highly

recommend.

This book is extremely well crafted with quality materials and workmanship to withstand rough

treatment by young busy hands! Cute, interactive effects that compliment the vibrant colors and

imaginative story. Highly recommend!
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